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For our product, sPrint, we hope to build a rigid, high speed 3D printer that will save a lot
of time and increase efficiency for rapid prototyping without diminishing overall print quality.

Our high-level strategy to achieve this goal is by increasing the stability of our frame and
transmission system, while also optimizing our motors and power system by purchasing the
right equipment and using software that can optimize pathing and acceleration. Ways that we
hope to design to support these improvements are by shortening the transmission belts to
reduce vibrations, by manufacturing all our parts to be custom and perfectly fit for our purpose,
and by using two beams to move the printhead to reduce weight on the transmission. Some
qualitative goals to hope to achieve initially were to reach a top speed of 1 m/s and a top
acceleration of 9G’s, which can be mutually exclusive. We surprised ourselves by attaining a top
speed of 1.3 m/s and a top acceleration of 10G’s, proving that the mechanical design choices
were successful and we made the right decisions on our optimization and electrical hardware for
our purpose.

Some initial desired functionalities that we achieved in our current machine include more
powerful motorized, better path optimization, more robust transmission belts, and a sturdy frame
to reduce vibration. Some functionalities we desired but have not yet implemented include
additional mechanical trusses to reduce vibration, optimizing slicing software, and assembling
the thermal chamber. \One goal we hoped to achieve was reaching 1 m/s max velocity, as well
as a 9G acceleration (not mutual). After assembling our product and pushing the limits of our
whole design, we were able to reach a max velocity of 1.3 m/s and a 10G acceleration, which
surprised us as we managed to overshoot our goals.

Assembly Components



Critical Calculations
Motor Max Acceleration (from max torque of desired stepper and DC motors)
Nema (Stepper):
Nema max torque: 55 N-cm
2x motors → 110 N-cm max
Pulley gear diameter = 1.25 cm
Max force = = 176 N → 0.6 safety = 105.6 N110 𝑁·𝑐𝑚

0.625 𝑐𝑚

Printhead and beam weight = 750 g = 0.75 kg

(theoretical max acceleration)𝐹 =  𝑚𝑎 ⇒ 𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 𝐹
𝑚 = 105.6 𝑁

0.75 𝑘𝑔 = 140 𝑚/𝑠2

DFRobot (DC Motor):
DFRobot max torque = 18 kg-cm = 176.5 N-cm
2x motors → 353 N-cm
Pulley gear diameter = 1.25 cm
Max force = = 282.4 N → 0.6 safety = 169.44 N353 𝑁·𝑐𝑚

1.25 𝑐𝑚

Printhead and beam weight = 750 g = 0.75 kg

(theoretical max acceleration)𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 𝐹
𝑚 = 169.44 𝑁

0.75 𝑘𝑔 = 225. 92 𝑚/𝑠2

Conclusion: we will likely reach our goal of high acceleration even with additional factors such
as friction and drag being in play.

Bearing Max Load vs Belt Tension (bearing load vs ideal belt pre-tension)
Bearing max radial load = 77.85 lbf
Common belt tensions: 6 to 8 lbf
2x bearings → max load of 155.7lbf → 0.6 safety = 93.42 lbf



Belt tension of 8 lbf = 16 lbf on bearing
16 lbf << 93.42 lbf∴ bearings will be fine

Calculations conclusion: The bearings can withstand the load of the belt pre-tension. We can
reach ideal tensions without worrying about the structure of our motors and bearings, as they
are within reason for the forces that will be applied on them.

Circuit and State Diagram:

For the Future
A couple strategies we would recommend for future students in the class that worked well for us
is to get started early in designing, picking parts, and machining to help reduce stress later in
the course. What we would have done differently if given this project again is ordering our
parts/materials earlier as manufacturing can have mishaps, or ordering parts can go differently
than planned, so we can have more time to correct for these mistakes before the deadlines.



Appendices
BOM



CAD Screenshots
Note: certain items such as the transmission belt cannot be added in CAD as they are flexible
components





Code Screenshots
























